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This will not fly for long. At present we are setting our controls at a 
much lower level than any state agency will do because of pressure from 
senators and other governing people of California to set the temperature 
higher because they can afford it. We can't and we turn our heat off at 
night, and on in the morning for a while, it is off all day until we get 
home at night. The same in the Summer. Also we set the temperature at 70 
in the winter, I'm sure this mandated temperature will be higher and 
probably will stay on all day except for peak hours where they will turn it 
down. But we are not home during the day and don't need it on. In the 
summer we set our AC at 80 not at the recommended 72 or what ever. So my 
bill will go through the roof and our energy consumption with it. Letting 
the Utilities regulate how much energy we use is like letting the fox guard 
the chickens. Why would they conserve past a certain level where their 
profits go down. They temperature will eventually get set at the point 
where they make maximize there profits without having to spend more on 
backup energy resources. 
I think this is nuts. 

Mel 
Registered Professional Engineer 
5640 Tudor Way 

CA. 95650 
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